Ulf Nordfjell
Ulf Nordfjell is one of Sweden’s foremost landscape
architects and has worked on numerous public as well as
private gardens throughout Sweden, and worldwide.
Brought up in Northern Sweden, the son of a forester, he
has a deep commitment to the environment, and his
distinctive style is a fusion of ecology and the Swedish
sense of modern design. He is based in Stockholm.
www.nordfjellcollection.se
"I think Swedish nature is always present in my design
and I like to use natural materials, but the structure of
my parks and gardens is always modern, with very strong
design elements".
Ulf’s show garden, “A Tribute to Linnaeus”, won for him a Gold at Chelsea 2007.
This was to be followed in 2009 with the “Best in Show” award and another Chelsea
Gold for "The Daily Telegraph Garden".
“ From the time of Linnaeus to the modernism of the 1950’s in Sweden we have
learned to make architecture simple – and that is how I want my designs to be.”
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